Applications of computerized interactive morphometry in pathology. II. A model for computer generated diagnosis.
We present a model for the analysis and tentative diagnosis of pathologic problems by a trained observer utilizing data generated by a video based computerized interactive morphometry system in conjunction with multivariate methods of discriminant classificatory analysis that separate classes based on unweighted numerical values and with adhoc algorithms based on hierarchical analysis. The model was tested with two diagnostic problems that could benefit from a morphometric approach: the classification of non-Hodgkin's lymphomas from routine histologic slides and the distinction of malignant mesotheliomas from benign effusions in smears prepared from pleural effusions. The touch-sensitive screen of the computerized interactive morphometry system enables trained observers to measure the real time image of profiles of interest either by using graphic standards or simply by touching the two extreme points of the diameter of interest. This procedure generates multiple data in the form of classes that can be effectively used toward the more objective discrimination of lesions of difficult classification by analysis with a combination of adhoc diagnostic algorithms and multivariate statistical methods.